
FV Teacher Training Program Week One (Los Angeles) - Foundations
Presence

Day 1 (Saturday June 9th, 2018)

1. INTRODUCTIONS COMING SOON, BUT FIRST SOME ADMIN…
a. Admin: bathrooms, fridges, water, food places, hours, breaks, tutorial times 

posted in spa and online, waiver, microphone, green spaces.
b. Sickness policy: if you have a cold, please don’t do any hands-on partner work, 

and wash your hands frequently. Really. If you have aches, fever, or chills, or a 
respiratory infection, and you may have a flu, please don’t come to the studio, 
and see a health care practitioner to determine whether there’s anything you 
need to do or can do to heal quickly and well.

c. Two optional Sunday sessions at my home:
i. Sunday June 24th (11am - 4:30pm): Recognizing and working well with 

people who have undigested trauma. 
ii. Sunday July 1st (11am - 4:30pm): Shame and the voice.
iii. Note: these aren’t sessions about how to heal people, but rather how to be a 

responsible teacher.
d. Friday eve optional dinners: dinner together at my house the first two or three 

Fridays and the final Saturday. The first and last party I am taking care of. The 
other(s) are potluck style. My address is 718 N. Harper Avenue, LA 90046. I will 
send an email with more information. On the Fridays I don’t host, I recommend 
you still go out as a group.

2. TEACHING TEAM: Laura Quigley is assisting me as a co-teacher. Michael Yurchak, 
Nicole Cowans, Emily Alpren, Amy Bolton, and Laura Flanagan are here as a 
support team. This support team is a pilot project to help each of us learn how to 
receive support as we are teaching, to offer support to each other, and to offer better 
support to you.

3. INTRODUCTION CIRCLE (TWO TIMES FOR EACH PERSON): 
a. Your name, something you feel internally in this moment (include physical 

sensations), and something you see and/or hear externally in this moment. 
b. Your name again (to help everyone remember), where you’re from, your main 

teacher(s) of FV that inspired you to be here, and why you’re here (we’ll assume 
getting certified is a reason for some, so no need to mention it).

4. THE INTERNS!!!!
a. Rachelle Dart
b. Fabio Motta
c. Roció Peña Cares
d. Lilian Wouters
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5. ON TAKING AND USING NOTES: I will post (on the web) notes of the basic stuff I 
say so you don’t have to scramble to take notes. 
a. If something I say or do feels very important, and you don’t want to lose it, feel 

free to take notes.
b. If you have a revelation of your own, feel free to take notes.
c. You can also use breaks, lunches, or evenings to reflect and take notes. But 

remember to give yourself enough space during the program to remain receptive.
d. Using these notes: as you review these notes, take time to connect to your 

experiences associated with them, or what they inspire in you, rather than only 
reviewing ideas.

6. FOCUS OF THIS 4-DAY SECTION: 
a. Explore fundamentals:

i. Being present and presence (and how this relates to the areas below) 
ii. Destructuring positions and their practical use, including their connection to 

breath, voice, and creative exploration
iii. Teaching

ii. Get to know each other and enjoy each other’s company.

7. IN THIS PROGRAM, YOU’LL EXPLORE AS STUDENT AND AS TEACHER: a lot of 
the focus will be on being a student because the ground of teaching this work is in 
experiencing it and learning to practice it. 
a. Your job over the course of this program is to experience the work, and then 

slowly, in your own rhythm, to learn to embody it, understand it, and teach it.
b. Now let’s get to teaching:

8. EXERCISE - BEING WITH, PART 1 (get a partner, and teach your partner 
Fitzmaurice Voicework for five minutes. See Being With handout posted on the 
website for the details)

9. ON PREPARATION AND TEACHING WHAT'S IN FRONT OF YOU
a. Two stages of my preparing notes for you. 

i. What I think I’m going to do (the notes that I wrote in my preparation for 
teaching you and that I sometimes refer to as I’m teaching you).

ii. What I actually did as I adjusted in the moment to the needs of the room as I 
perceived them (the notes that you’re looking at now—that I adjusted after 
working with you—to reflect what we actually did).

b. Catherine calls this adjusting of one’s teaching according to what’s happening in 
the room in the moment teaching what's in front of you. 

c. Just because I want to be open in the moment of teaching, doesn’t mean it’s not 
helpful for me to prepare.

d. If these two stages (my plan and my actual teaching) are often identical, it's worth 
getting curious about whether I'm actually opening to the room.

e. One of the particular challenges of teaching groups is to teach as many of the 
students as possible something that they sense is valuable and I sense is 
valuable for them, while developing rapport and inviting mutual respect and 
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mutual learning. If my sense of what is valuable contradicts the students’ initial 
desires/expectations, I have a great opportunity to be curious about how I can 
teach the students (individually and as a group) in a way they’ll be willing (and 
perhaps eventually wanting) to receive.

10.WHY I SELF DISCLOSE: I’ll tell you from time to time about myself if I sense it may 
be helpful to some of you, to encourage your understanding that it's okay to have 
your own experience—that you are welcome in the room. 

11. MY PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: 1/3 artists, 1/3 business people, 1/3 personal 
development. My clients range from just beginning to extremely successful. 
a. People come to me for a few main reasons:

i. Because they want to develop or explore. There’s no specific result they’re 
looking for. They are curious/hungry.

ii. Because they want a specific result.
iii. Because they experience suffering related to their voice, communication, 

sense of presence, or creative connection. 
b. Sometimes what people come in for doesn't turn out to be what's important to 

focus on. That recognition and decision happen between my client and me.

12.THE FOCUS OF MY PRIVATE TEACHING PRACTICE:
a. Part of my focus is on working with very different kinds of people and discovering 

what works for each person. So the work with one person may look very different 
from the work with another.

b. Part of my focus is on helping people who are not only interested in helping 
themselves but are also deeply invested in being helpful in the world.

c. As I mentioned earlier, part of my focus is on helping people who’ve had a very 
hard time, who perhaps have not found many other teachers to help them. That's 
no accident… 

13.MY STORY WITH THIS WORK: I was like a refrigeration unit living primarily in my 
mind. I have grown, and I have become more integrated. I’m still growing, and I hope 
that that will be true for a lifetime.

14.CONCEPTUAL, EXPERIENTIAL, AND PRACTICAL MIX IN MY TEACHING: My 
teaching is a mix of conceptual, experiential, and practical. Some students need one 
of these in order to really enter the work.
a. As a teacher, you can help a greater variety of students, and help them more 

deeply, if you can access conceptual and experiential approaches in your 
teaching as needed, and include relevant practical exercises. 

b. If you only stay conceptual, understanding can exist but the experience can be 
flat. If you only stay with sensory experience, it can be rich and full but also blind. 
(a paraphrase of the philosopher, Immanuel Kant, writing about the nature of 
experience.)

15.GROUND RULES FOR WORKING WITH ME:
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a. OKAY TO DISAGREE: You never need to agree with me. I’m not interested in 
purely theoretical argument, but if your direct experience contradicts something 
I’m saying, I’m very interested. We both have an opportunity to learn. If you feel 
you’re not getting value/nourishment from the work I offer: if you experience a 
“maybe,” if you sense it could be valuable, I invite you to sit with it, to be curious. 
If you experience a clear “no,” I invite you to speak to me or one of the other 
teachers.

b. IF DOING WHAT I ASK DOESN’T FEEL RIGHT, DON'T DO IT: If I ask you to do 
something that doesn’t feel right to you, don’t ignore yourself and do it; instead, 
don’t do it, and you’re welcome to talk with me or one of the other teachers about 
it, or not. Hint: some kinds of difficulty aren’t helpful to explore; for example, pain 
in a joint.

c. FAILING EQUALS COMMITTING: If we don’t fail sometimes while we’re working 
together, I’ll know we’re not really committing ourselves to learning. Failing, if we 
soften and engage with it, is a crucial opportunity for learning. Softening around 
failure, and being curious what’s possible to learn from it, can also be a huge 
support to creativity.

17.MY MENTOR, PETER CHIPMANN: Recognizing my dearly loved mentor, Peter 
Chipmann, who was the first person to help me deeply experience the value of 
failing—through the commitment it asks of us and the possibilities for learning it 
offers. He said to me on my first day of work, "If you don't fail often, I'll fire you 
because I'll know you're not really bringing yourself to our work.”

18.DOING WHAT FEELS RIGHT TO YOU, ASKING FOR SUPPORT, AND THE SPA: 
only do what feels right to you. As we work, listening inside with a curiosity about 
what you can digest in the moment will help your participation in the training. This 
can mean you do an exercise or you don’t do it. I suggest you don't overdo; instead, 
as it feels right to you, give yourself permission to observe, ask for support, or use 
the “spa.”

19.QUESTIONS?

LUNCH (1-hour forty-five minutes each day)

1. LAURA QUIGLEY: HOW ARE YOU ORIENTING TO THE GROUP? It’s natural to 
want prove yourself. Take the time to be curious if the way you’re orienting to the 
group is helpful for you; are there other options that might be even more helpful?

2. BOWL EXPLAINED: when the bowl is sounded, it indicates it’s time for a transition…

3. TWO ROUGH FRAMEWORKS FOR THINKING ABOUT VOICE: 
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a. More conventional: How your voice sounds and feels, the way it’s produced, 
what it communicates, and/or working with it in a healthy way. 

b. More inclusive: Everything related to your voice, including the silence. Your 
humanity experienced & expressed, including receiving others. 

c. Both frameworks for working with the voice have value. I tend to operate more in 
the latter, and try to find what’s specifically helpful to my clients within that 
framework, except when it’s more helpful to operate in the former. 

d. Can you help me improve the articulation of these frameworks? Let me know!!!

4. RESPECTING OTHER APPROACHES TO TEACHING VOICE: I’m so happy that no 
one bashed another tradition of voice as they spoke about their appreciation of FV. 
a. As Fitzmaurice teachers, it's our responsibility to speak with genuine respect for 

other traditions. Of course it's okay to recognize and speak about limitations in 
FV and in other traditions, when that's backed by real experience, but it's not 
okay to turn a nuanced tradition or person into a caricature.

b. When the time is right, if you haven't done so already, it may be important to find 
the right teacher for you to explore and learn from other voice traditions. 

5. VOICES OF MULTIPLE FV TEACHERS: There is a core to FV, but each FV teacher 
experiences and expresses this core in her/his own way. 
a. You will hear different voices of teachers in this program. You can learn from all 

of us. Be porous without giving yourself up.
b. Liking and not liking are both possible reactions to teachers. Both are welcome 

here. But if you’re only not liking… or you’re only liking… get very curious!!!

6. LOOK AROUND, YOU HAVE NO EXACT TWIN IN THE ROOM: you're welcome to 
have your own experience. That individuality is precious and is a foundation of 
voicework. Diversity and inclusion, which we’ll focus on towards the end of these five 
weeks, starts with yourself.

7. EXERCISE - SAYING NO/YES
a. In partners, each partner asks the other (three times) Is it okay if I touch your 

belly [if the asker isn’t really open to touch the other’s belly, it’s great to start out 
with the shoulder instead].  Each time, the one who is asked takes the time to 
listen to what’s true, to sense inside, and no matter what’s true says, No. The 
fourth time being asked, sense into yourself after being asked and say what’s 
true. If you say yes, your partner will touch you. If no, your partner won’t touch 
you. Maybe’s are so interesting. If your habit when you experience a maybe is to 
say Yes all the time, try saying No. And vice versa. 

b. Purpose of the exercise:
i. To promote listening to yourself and taking the time necessary to listen. Not 

just to your thoughts and images, but also to your body. To cultivate your 
capacity to be in touch with your wanting, not wanting, ambivalence or 
something else.

ii. To help you recognize that it’s important to be able to say No in this program 
(and generally). If it's not possible to say No, a whole-hearted Yes is hard to 
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come to. Sometimes a little practice in saying No is very helpful; it can help to 
connect and reinforce neural pathways that make the ability to say No more 
accessible over time.

iii. To inspire you to support your students in not bending to compliance with you, 
even unconsciously. Compliant students are different from students who 
follow you because they want to. Compliance in students undermines the 
larger project of supporting them in finding, developing, and using their voice. 
I realize this is tricky in a school situation, but it’s really worth wrestling with.

c. Certainly, students don’t have to experience their wanting at 100% to follow a 
teacher. But, while we’re working together, if you don’t have even a thimble full of 
wanting, I encourage you not to do something I ask you to do.

d. Not wanting holds just as much value as wanting.
e. Desire/wanting might relate to:

i. What’s in front of you in the moment
ii. Your deeper values
iii. It may also have no specific object. It’s a basic part of being human, and we 

might call it passion. It’s experienced not just in the mind; it’s also in the body. 
And it’s an important aspect of creativity. 

iv. Learning that you have a choice whether to act on your desire is also 
important. 

8. TALK IN PARTNERS: what did you like, dislike, and what were you curious about in 
the last exercise? 
a. In a voice class, inviting dislike of what the teacher is offering can be VERY 

important. So many students have repressed that part of their voice, especially 
around authorities, or haven’t learned how to respectfully, or passionately and 
receptively, share that part of their voice. 

b. Being able to include not only liking but also disliking can support a sense of 
agency, empowerment, and connection with self and others.

9. EXERCISE - BEING WITH, PART 2 (Approaches to being with oneself in this work—
See handout online).

10.EXERCISE - PAY ATTENTION TO MY FINGER:
a. Differentiate hyper focus (and what it does to your breathing) from primary & 

peripheral focus (which for the majority of people tends to open the breathing). 
b. Get very curious about your and your students’ relationship to attention.

11. TALK IN PARTNERS: what did you like, not like, what were you curious about in the 
last two exercises?

12.SHARE WITH THE GROUP: anything you’d like to say?

13.READING FROM CATHERINE’S BOOK (Laura Quigley): 
This is a basic tenet now that I am training teachers. I train their eyes 
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and ears. I train them in principles rather than rules. When I use 
exercises I train teachers to learn and experience what they are for, not 
only what the exercises are. In this way, the hope is that they can 
innovate. They can become over time, as I have, more and more of 
themselves as teachers.  
 
There is a tension here: learn the principles, be able to embody the 
principles, and at the same time become more and more yourself. That is 
the big challenge with this work. My hope is that as teachers develop, 
they will also open to that tension with their students: encouraging their 
students to learn the fundamentals of a freely expressive, healthy voice 
while also inviting the students to become more and more themselves. 

14.SELF-CARE DISCUSSION IN GROUPS OF 3: POSSIBILITIES & 
CHALLENGES FOR SELF-CARE DURING THE PROGRAM
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FV Teacher Training Program Week One (Los Angeles) - Foundations
Presence

Day 2 (Sunday June 10th, 2018)

1. TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF: both as a student and as a teacher of FV.
a. Take fifteen minutes now to do what you need to do to land here, so you can be 

ready to be a student. In the days ahead, I ask that you do that before we start.
b. The listening to yourself that we are asking you to cultivate is also related to and 

reinforced by taking care of yourself. What helps you digest the work we're doing 
so that it can really be useful? 
i. Notice when you're open to take in more; notice when you're close to saturated 

with a process and could use some kind of a shift. 
ii. When does your body want to move; when do you want a short break or some 

space; when do you need to take a note? 
iii.What serves you, what kind of attention to the changes you go through 

moment to moment and over time helps you be more present as we go 
through each day? Hint: most of the time, intense hyper focus probably won’t 
help much.

c. It's important to keep learning to take care of yourself as a student and as a 
teacher of this (and any other deep) work.

d. No matter what content you teach, your students will likely end up learning so 
much from who you are, how you embody the work, and the spirit with which you 
offer it. (It still helps to teach awesome content).

e. To help your students learn more effectively, as teachers you have the opportunity 
to model being present and having presence (which teaches your students so 
much about being present and presence).

2. SMALL TEACHING TEAM: we’re meeting to learn how to receive support while 
teaching, to support each other, and to learn how to more clearly and wholeheartedly 
support you.
a. The team checks in until 9:40am each morning in the studio. You’re welcome in 

the spa starting at 9am.
b. We debrief in the evening starting at 5:50pm. You’re welcome in the spa until 

6:45pm.

3. SHARING WITH THE WHOLE GROUP: Take a moment to recognize your current 
experience... Now recall yesterday...  What if anything was meaningful to you 
yesterday? What didn't you like? Any questions? Want to share something now?

4. ON DIVERSITY: (LAURA SPOKE, INSPIRED BY NICOLE): Diversity in this room is 
beautiful and welcome; valuing your individual knowing is also a form valuing 
diversity.
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5. CLARIFYING LAURA’S AND SAUL’S ROLES (LAURA): Laura is here to assist Saul 
and the group and to be in ongoing dialogue about how best to do that. Since a white, 
older man is leading the group in this first section, it feels especially important to 
clarify our intent.

6. COMFORT VS ABSENCE OF DISCOMFORT - recognizing sensations of comfort in 
your body. 
a. Take the time now to notice if you can recognize any comfort in your body (not just 

the absence of discomfort). Can you be even more comfortable than you are 
now…? How do you know? What physical sensations do you associate with 
comfort in this moment?

b. Many students only experience comfort as an absence of discomfort, and they’re 
not the same experience. As we begin to do deeper work that opens us to 
involuntary experience, it’s important to have a foundation of comfort available to 
us. 

7. EXERCISE - SANDWICH 
a. This exercise is a modified version of an exercise I learned from Steven 

Hoskinson, while I was doing the Somatic Experiencing Practitioner Training with 
him. 
i. Let your eyes look around and see something they like to see.
ii. Notice if you feel comfort anywhere in your body and what physical sensations 

you associate with that comfort. Explore allowing yourself to breathe with your 
noticing. Your experience may not rise to the level of comfort, and that’s ok; 
perhaps you get to better-than-heinous.

iii.Now notice if you feel discomfort anywhere in your body and what physical 
sensations you associate with that discomfort. You don’t need to get rid of the 
comfort. Explore allowing yourself to breathe.

iv. Now notice if you feel comfort anywhere in your body and what physical 
sensations you associate with that comfort. Explore allowing yourself to 
breathe.

v. Let your eyes look around again and see something they like to see.
b. Reflection on the exercise: the discomfort is sandwiched between two comforts 

and two orientations to the present via awareness of the outside world. This is an 
excellent exercise to practice often to support the process of gradually opening to 
a wide range of human experience (such as can happen in voice classes, 
performance training, and life…)

c. It’s also a valuable exercise in which to discern your own liking. 

8. ON TOUCH - There is no requirement for touch.  
a. Take the time to notice in partner exercises (and with teachers) if inside you’re 

sensing a yes, no, or maybe. 
b. Our group is working in a context of mutual support, and your listening and being 

able to share your listening with partners is very important so they can also 
support you. 
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c. In this context, your saying no to another participant is in service of mutual 
support. It’s an intimate, respectful offering of what’s true that eventually serves to 
support better connection with each person in the group; “No” is not intended in 
any way to be harmful to the partner. 

9. EXERCISE - BEING WITH PART 3 (Approaches to Being With a Student—See 
handout online).

10.TALK IN PARTNERS ABOUT THE MORNING (like, dislike, curious?)

11.TALK IN GROUP ABOUT THE MORNING (like, dislike, curiosity, questions). 
Anything you want to share?

12.THREE STORIES ABOUT BEING WITH A STUDENT & SEEING A STUDENT: 
a. It’s an ongoing process to sense, and sense again and again, what might be 

helpful to students. This requires an openness to see them and to see them anew, 
so that more relevant discoveries are possible over time (story about my private 
client for over a decade).

b. I mentioned once to a student that I sensed she had a disconnection between her 
abdomen and ribcage. Without my knowing, she deeply internalized my offhanded 
comment in an unhelpful way, for many years. There’s no rule about this, but it’s 
helpful to be aware of the potency of the reflections that we share with our 
students. In this case, had I wanted to express the same thing more accurately 
and helpfully, I could have said, “I sense you could have a greater connection 
today between your abdomen and ribcage.”

c. A dancer/actress with a history of trying really hard to be perfect put a large plastic 
ball between herself and the audience while working in front of the group in an 
exercise. In that moment, I was (uncharacteristically) able to recognize that she 
was supporting herself and reflected that back to her with excitement. She 
immediately put down the ball with a huge smile on her face and opened like a 
flower in the sun. Her work was immediately more free than she had ever 
experienced it.

LUNCH (1pm - 2:45pm) & OPTIONAL DESTRUCTURING CLINIC (2pm - 2:40pm)

1. BREATHING IS IMPORTANT FOR THE VOICE: for so many reasons.
a. No breath, no voice. Period. Because breath is the literal power source for the 

voice. There are many other reasons breath is important in destructuring. 
b. See handout on the web (Why We Focus On Breathing in FV).

2. EXERCISE - HOLD YOUR BREATH, AND DON’T LET ANY BREATH OUT, AS YOU 
TELL ME IN DETAIL ABOUT WHAT YOU HAD FOR BREAKFAST THIS MORNING.

3. EXERCISE - IMAGINE THE TRAINING PROGRAM IS GOOD AND BAD: close your 
eyes and imagine that the program is going very well for you, that you’re receiving 
something valuable, and it’s surprisingly enjoyable… Now notice your breathing… 
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Now, if you’re willing, imagine it’s not so good. Definitely nothing of value. In fact, it’s 
a bit unsafe… Notice your breathing… Now let this go and open to the environment 
around you. What do your eyes like to see? Assess your safety in the present for a 
moment, so you can allow your nervous system to settle… What differences, if any, 
between the two scenarios did you notice in relation to your breathing?

4. YOUR WILLINGNESS OR UNWILLINGNESS TO EXPERIENCE SOMETHING IN 
THE MOMENT AFFECTS YOUR BREATH, EXPERIENCE, AND VOICE
a. Opening to your experience (inside and outside) and limiting your experience are 

important abilities you have to support yourself.
b. You can exert control, even armor yourself as a kind of support, or a kind of 

protection, when you need it. You can also let go of control and open. 
c. When being unwilling to experience becomes the default relationship to stress of 

all kinds, that's unhelpful. This results in chronic control and armoring. This affects 
your breath, experience, and voice. 

d. When being unwilling to have boundaries becomes the default, that's also 
unhelpful.

e. How can you work with those tendencies well in yourself and in your students?

5. TALK IN PARTNERS ABOUT THE MORNING (like, dislike, curious?)

6. EXERCISE - RECEIVING AND GIVING SUPPORT - Get a partner and come 
back to back. Each person will take a turn to receive support. Then you 
will simultaneously give and receive support. And then offer sound for 
mutual support. And then do a sandwich (see morning of day 2), still back 
to back. 

7. TALK IN THREES (like, dislike, curious) 

8. EXERCISE - FIVE HUGS
a. This exercise involves hugging. Stand up. Recognizing the exercise involves 

hugs, take the time you need to feel into your yes, no, or maybe, in this moment. If 
a no, or if you want to explore a no, sit down.

b. Hug three people in a row... What was happening with your breathing?
c. Hug three more people while holding your breath… What was that experience?
d. Hug while exploring allowing yourself to breathe… What is the experience?
e. Hug while doing long controlled inhales and exhales… What is the experience?
f. Again explore allowing your breathing… (It needn’t be careful allowing.) 
g. What differences do you notice when allowing?

i. For most people there's greater intimacy (they may or may not like it). Because 
they are beginning to open up to their and other's being.

ii. Sharing your involuntary experience, if you are also receptive, is a big part of 
intimacy. 

iii.One way of thinking about performing is that it’s the ability to have structured 
intimacy with strangers (an audience and/or other performers).
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iv. It's important for teachers to let themselves feel what they're feeling while in 
the classroom. It's also important to be able to be private with much of it, and 
only act on impulses selectively.

h. You will be less effective as a teacher if you’re habitually unwilling to feel certain 
feelings (including feelings that are impulses to act). That modeling will teach your 
students more than your asking them to explore or to open will.
i. You may also become less safe as a teacher if you habitually try to block out 

your feelings (including your feelings that are impulses to act). You may end up 
unconsciously acting on them. 

ii. Recognizing your feelings helps you discern which ones you want to act on 
and which ones you simply want to let be. 

iii. As a teacher, you automatically wield authority in your role, and it’s important 
not to act on sexual feelings with your students. We didn’t go into any detail 
about this, and instead stayed very macroscopic at this point in the training.

iv. No need to try to hold onto your feelings (let them pass in their own rhythm) or 
to try to show all of your feelings.

v. Performers and other creative people can have a lifetime of wonderful 
exploration of opening to feelings (including feelings that are impulses to act) 
and learning which ones to follow; as a teacher, you also have a lifetime’s 
exploration in this territory.

vi.One important piece of this is that you can be private (as distinct from hiding). 
That means you don’t have to work so hard to try to stop yourself or someone 
else from being aware of your experience.

13.A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: EXPLORING RELEASE
a. Release (in breathing, body, imagination, feeling, attention, etc.).
b. What does the word release mean? If you use the word release in a classroom 

without specifying, the students will have a lot of very different interpretations. 
Some interpretations may be useful and some may contradict what you intend in 
unhelpful ways.

c. One important way of thinking about release is physical release: 
i. Lift your arms out to the sides and then release them. That is a physical 

release, into gravity. 
ii. When we're on the floor, the floor literally supports us, and this enables us to 

release into its support. 
iii.Release of the body isn't one-time and you're done; it's a progressive process. 

And the exhales help a lot (because if you’re just hanging out, an exhale is 
primarily a physical release).

d. Rather than trying to get rid of tension (which paradoxically tends to help people 
get married to it for life), develop a relationship with it. Get curious about it. 
Appreciate it. And invite it to release when it's ready to. 
i. Take some time now to recognize the help that some tension you feel may 

have been offering you as support or protection… 
ii. Now take some time to notice if you can lean toward feeling appreciation or 

gratitude for this tension.
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e. If you're just hanging out, not doing anything in particular, the exhale is a physical 
release if you let it be. It's fairly fast. 

f. This released breathing (inhale and exhale), which is involuntary, is what 
Catherine calls survival breathing.
i. When exploring released breathing, you’re not trying to hold at the top of the 

inhale; or hurry the exhale; or breathing in a slow, controlled, even graceful 
way; or being too careful/hyper-vigilant.

ii. You’re listening to the rhythm of your own need to breathe; recognizing and 
trusting the reality that each breath is a new and unique breath and a new 
moment (or many moments); 

iii. You’re mostly allowing yourself to breathe through your mouth while 
destructuring. Not because this is “correct,” or because you should do it all the 
time, but because it's a little more open and raw, and it's what you likely do 
when you speak. You’re practicing being able to do it. (and you’ll likely need to 
drink more water). 

iv. As you inhale, allow the energy (the fuel) of the inhale to drop down through 
your core and connect with what you feel. As you exhale, allow what you're 
feeling, including any excess energy you may have, to ride out with the exhale. 

g. Take this to standing: (see handout online: Stand Up and Express Yourself)

14.EXERCISE - BRIEF, FREQUENT EYE CONTACT: in a circle. 
a. In the context of mutual support, the group takes some time to open to brief, 

frequent eye contact with each other. 
b. Over time, at a very basic level, this helps us recognize experientially that we are 

safe. It releases oxytocin into our systems, helps our nervous systems regulate, 
and helps wake up the “social nervous system”, per my teacher, Ray Castellino.  

c. This in turn makes it much easier to be with what we are experiencing inside and 
to be with our environment.

d. As we start to open to the involuntary, and different levels of stimulation, we want 
to have a foundation of easy self-regulation as a baseline to go back to. 
Connecting in this way with the group can take us toward an experience of that 
baseline.

e. Hint: this is deeply related to accessing one’s own voice while relating with others.

15.STORY - THE FITZMAURICE TEACHER WITH THE HORSE SANCTUARY IN 
SPAIN. Rosa Galindo has a horse sanctuary. When a horse is rescued and comes to 
the sanctuary, the other horses’ self-regulation helps even a fairly traumatized horse 
self-regulate quickly.

16.TALK IN PARTNERS (like, dislike, curious)

15.BEING PRESENT & PRESENCE — ROUGH, IDEALIZED DEFINITIONS: 
1. Someone who is present tends to have a fluid awareness of internal and external 

experience while being able to focus on what matters in the moment. 
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2. Someone with presence tends to be vibrant, and has an ability to be seen, heard, 
and felt. 

3. Presence and being present can be mutually reinforcing. 
4. I need help with these definitions. Based on your direct experience, what could 

improve them?
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FV Teacher Training Program Week One (Los Angeles) - Foundations
Presence

Day 3 (Monday June 11th, 2018)

1. BRIEF, FREQUENT EYE CONTACT WHILE IN A CIRCLE

2. CHANGE IN LUNCH CLINIC FORMAT & NAME: it will now be called Lunch Party 
and be one on one.

3. QUESTIONS, COMMENTS RE WHAT MATTERED TO YOU (LIKES, DISLIKES, 
CURIOSITY)?

4. CLOSED EYES INNER POLL: one hand on your heart and one on your gut. Here’s 
a question for you. Are you getting something truly nourishing / of real value for you 
during the training so far? Yes, no, maybe…? If yes or an engaging maybe, great. If 
no, or a shitty maybe, probably a good idea to talk to me or one of the other 
teachers; otherwise, your voice can go underground…

5. FAILURE - I FAILED TO MEET LAURA QUIGLEY’S SENSE OF WHAT SHE 
NEEDED IN THE FIRST TWO DAYS. Can we learn anything? 
a. Laura brought up to me her dissatisfaction with the stillness of the class and her 

yearning for more physical movement during class time.
b. It’s true, as a teacher, I have chosen to teach without asking you to move much. 
c. When I received her communication, I felt tender in the area around my heart: 

i. I could associate that tenderness with “I suck.” 
ii. I could associate that tenderness with wanting her to like me and feeling a 

loss. 
iii. I could also associate that tenderness with “She’s touching me.” (this one is 

useful to give a lot of attention to).
d. When I received her communication, I also felt some aggression: 

i. I could follow that aggression with an impulse to lash out at her.
ii. I could follow that aggression with an impulse to repress it and be nice. 
iii. I could also link it to a feeling of passion in service of mutual learning, 

connected with my tender heart. (this one is useful to give a lot of attention to)
e. My adjustments as a result of our conversation: 

a. I will incorporate more movement
b. I suggested to Laura that she investigate whether some of her aggression 

was because of the exercises rather than a problem with the exercises. Some 
feelings are so habitually uncomfortable to us that we create associations with 
them that allow us not to feel the weight or the specificity of the feeling. 

c. I mentioned that often enough I will have people tell me in a deeply frustrated 
and angry way that they can’t get in touch with their aggression in their work 
as performers…
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f. I feel grateful to have colleagues who are so willing to be in passionate, 
respectful dialogue and disagreement with me.

6. EXERCISE - A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: EXPLORING BEING PRESENT 
DURING TRANSITIONS
a. The transitions between the positions are as important as the positions 

themselves. Little transitions matter and are an opportunity to allow ourselves to 
breathe in uncareful ways. Big transitions matter, too. 

b. An example of a big transition in destructuring is between one day of doing the 
work and the next: if the work doesn’t affect us during that big transition, we are 
not taking full advantage of the work. 

c. Now, take yourself through a few destructing positions quickly. Explore allowing 
yourself to breathe during the transitions. 

d. Life, and performance, is an endless series of transitions. Many of us are trying 
so hard to get to the next thing, that we aren't present with what is. And we may 
not recognize the care we need to be able to digest what is happening during the 
transition.

7. MOVEMENT & DIFFERENT STYLES OF LEARNING - Move if it helps you (and get 
curious about whether it may also help you not only to receive and digest, but also to 
support yourself, or perhaps protect yourself from the feelings you have).

8. ACKNOWLEDGING A COUPLE OF MY NON-FV VOICE TEACHERS: Richard 
Armstrong (Roy Hart teacher); Patsy Rodenburg. 
a. I spent some time with each of them, but not in long-term training.
b. They may or may not be great for you, because taste is so individual, but both 

are quality teachers and teachers to whom I'm deeply grateful.

9. ACKNOWLEDGING MY WORK WITH THERAPY AND HOW IT INFLUENCES MY 
WORK WITH VOICE:
a. Part of the way that Catherine developed Fitzmaurice Voicework was by following  

her deepest interests in life, and then integrating what she was discovering, and 
adapting it to be relevant in a voice class. Some of the work that she adapted 
was originally specifically therapeutic in nature. I have done the same thing, and I 
want to be clear about the main therapeutic traditions I am integrating into my 
work.

b. Somatic Experiencing trauma therapy (also known as SE) was founded by Peter 
Levine. I have completed most of the three-year SE practitioner training. My 
primary interest isn’t to be a therapist but to learn how working with people in 
healthy ways promotes connection, sustainable creativity, and effective learning 
in relation to voice. 
i. I had a wonderful SE teacher. His name is Steven Hoskinson. I highly 

recommend him. His new organization is called Organic Intelligence. His 
website is www.organicintelligence.org. The sandwich is a slightly modified 
version of an exercise he taught me.
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ii. Some of what I will offer you was either pulled from or strengthened by my 
work with SE. This will be more clear after the trauma talk. Their website is 
www.traumahealing.org

c. More recently I’ve done a little work with Kathy Kain, who is affiliated with and 
distinct from SE. She developed a body of work to help heal undigested trauma 
at a more physical/energetic level. She used to work in hospitals, and she taught 
me the kidney work that we did in pairs. Website http://www.somaticpractice.net

d. Most recently I did a small amount of pre and perinatal work with Ray Castellino. 
Deeply beneficial, connecting, healthy work. The brief frequent eye contact and 
the explicit statement that our work together is in service of mutual benefit, both 
come from him. Some other work with you has also been touched by him in less 
direct ways. His website is www.castellinotraining.com

e. In addition to having done lots of other kinds of training (creative, therapeutic, 
somatic, and meditative), I have been privileged to work extensively with a great 
individual therapist for many years. Some of what I have to offer about voice is a 
result of that work. Again, my interest hasn’t been in being a therapist, but in 
being curious about how creating a learning environment that non-rigidly 
supports basic health and connection also supports students’ learning.

f. In the Sunday talk on trauma, we’ll briefly look at the overlap between creating a 
healthy learning environment and helping students do the kinds of creative work 
they yearn to do.

10.LAURA: IT MAY BE IMPORTANT TO HAVE A VETTED LIST OF THERAPISTS /
SUPPORT PEOPLE TO OFFER TO YOUR STUDENTS.  For some students, 
digesting this and other kinds of work is aided by additional help. The standard that 
Saul and I use is, Would I go to that person?

11. PARTNERS: Like/Dislike/Curious discussion about anything this morning.

12.BRING A TEXT OR SONG INTO YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS FOR A MOMENT
a. As you hear these prompts, be still or move (as it helps you).
b. If there's a character, what's the basic situation you're in at that moment? If 

there’s no character, these questions can just apply to you.
i. Who are you speaking or singing to, if anyone? 
ii. Where are you?
iii. Why are you speaking or singing (when you could just be quiet or have a 

drink)? What are you responding to that prompts you to speak or sing in that 
moment?

iv. Is it important that you're heard and understood and felt? hint: if not, consider 
this again, because it affects what happens with your voice so deeply.

c. These may start out as intellectual considerations. Let them begin to drop in to 
the point that you begin to feel affected.

d. With eyes closed, whisper the piece to someone (imagined) who is very close by.

13.EXERCISE - SCRUNCH, STRETCH, SHAKE, RELEASE: A destructuring precursor.
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a. These are the things muscles can do. So we do them to experience that directly, 
and they can be part of a helpful warm-up into destructuring.

b. Scrunch: play with intensity -- explore choosing whether to allow the throat to 
close or to be more released -- so often people equate movement of any kind 
with some need to close the throat. That's limiting if you do that unconsciously, by 
default. Explore having a choice to allow it to be open in an uncareful way.

c. Stretch… then Shake: explore feeling good and allowing your throat to be 
released so you can breathe; different levels of intensity; connection through 
spine.

d. Release: feel support of the ground, and allow flow. Feels echoes of what you 
just did. Gently embrace and appreciate any tension you’re lucky enough to feel 
rather than trying to get rid of it. [This is when Catherine will often take time to 
help people go inside and wake up their capacity to see/feel, to daydream, and to 
be fluidly present.]

14.A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: ENCOURAGING MORE FLEXIBILITY/
OPENNESS OF THE BREATHING MUSCULATURE AND ACTIONS
a. We’ll explore a couple of destructuring positions to focus on this:

15.EXERCISE - DESTRUCTURING POSITIONS: clock, wave (aka twist, modified 
plow) to explore the above purpose.
a. We focus on how the positions open specific areas of breathing movement in the 

torso, and how the positions support a sense of flow throughout the body.
b. There are many other purposes of these positions.
c. I'm not writing notes for these destructuring positions: 

1. We haven't got the book out yet and we want to take care about the quality 
and integrity of what we put in writing.

2. We want you to experience them as they are taught by different teachers from 
different points of view. Of course, if something feels particularly important, 
you can take notes for yourself.

16.EXERCISE - DESTRUCTURING POSITIONS: THE FLUFFY SOUND
a. Fluffy sound is made with semi-approximated vocal folds. It’s breathy, and it 

emerges in the rhythms of released exhaled breaths.
b. Before making sound, imagine (see/feel) a vast channel of breath energy going all 

the way down through your core (even though there’s no literal breath below the 
diaphragm) that connects to feelings of all kinds. As you exhale, imagine that what 
you’re feeling, including any excess energy, rides on the breath.

c. Now explore fluffy sound, revealing whatever is true for you, breath by breath (no 
need to show anything).

d. Differentiate fluffy sound from expressive sound in destructuring.
i. Expressive sound starts to invoke more than just released breathing; there will 

be some kind of management. In other words, you begin to approach the 
territory of voluntary breathing, of structuring.
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ii. Notice the difference between two kinds of expressive sounds: an expressive 
sound which is like a brake pedal and gas pedal at the same time, and an 
expressive sound without the brake pedal. Give more emphasis to the latter.

iii. Sometimes expressive sounds come and easily go, and then you can go back 
to fluffy sound. (This is what happened for me while I was demoing the 
mermaid. Occasionally a larger arc of expression wants to happen. Let it 
happen, unless it becomes a habit, in which case learn what else is possible).

e. Sit up, with brief, frequent eye contact. Let yourself open to your inner terrain and 
outer environment. Explore fluffy sound, allowing yourself and your vibration to be 
affected by inner and outer energies.

17.TALK IN PARTNERS (like, dislike, curious)

18.EXERCISE - A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: LISTENING TO YOURSELF.
a. Simply lie on the ground and explore allowing release. 
b. Every time you notice a new sensation, or the intensity or location of a sensation 

you’re feeling significantly changes, say change, allowing the experience to be 
revealed with vibration without needing to show anything. [I believe I learned this 
from fellow FV teacher, Noah Drew.]

LUNCH (1pm - 2:45pm) & LUNCH PARTY (2pm - 2:40pm)

1. REFLECTIONS, QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT MATTERED TO YOU, WHAT YOU 
LIKED, DIDN'T LIKE ABOUT THIS MORNING?

2. A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: INVITING INTERNAL, INVOLUNTARY 
EXPERIENCE TO WAKE UP WITH THE TREMOR
a. Learn to do this such that you can release as you wake up.
b. Learn to do this without the need to get overwhelmed, tight, numbed out, or 

losing the ability to witness what’s happening.
c. Explore the full range of intensity. Not just 0 or 100. Ramp up gradually at first.
d. Explore in ways that you can digest in the moment, and digest over time.
e. Releasing may seem similar to getting rid of tension, but they are very different 

frameworks for destructuring. Getting rid of tension is not the same thing as 
releasing into flow.

3. EXERCISE - DESTRUCTURING POSITION: legs in the air tremor. 
a. Explore feeling into the onset of increased stimulation while allowing greater flow 

and release through your body.
b. Then explore different levels of stimulation along with release..

4. EXERCISE - A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: LEARNING TO FIND HELPFUL 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN YOUR INVOLUNTARY EXPERIENCE AND THE 
MOMENT BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO SPEAK OR SING.
a. Your internal involuntary experience is involuntary. You don't get to decide when 

and how it shows up. So learning to accept it and work with it skillfully is helpful 
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(this is an understatement. Most students, and most of us, arrive to this work with 
a somewhat adversarial relationship with our internal involuntary experience.) 
i. Explore allowing yourself to breathe while you feel what you feel… 
ii. If you were just about to begin your piece, and the sensations or feelings 

moving through you now were a part of what you were experiencing, could 
you accept them and discover how they could help you connect to the 
moment before you speak (or sing), deepening your relationship to the text in 
potentially surprising ways?

b. I used the example of Hamlet: “I’m Hamlet, damnit. I can’t feel angry, sad, afraid, 
happy, disconnected, or a whole range of human experiences at once.” Ha!

c. The hamburger theory of acting: sometimes, I’m walking down the street and I 
smell a hamburger, and the only important thing in my life becomes the 
hamburger. Sometimes, I’m walking down the street and I smell a hamburger, 
and I notice it for a fraction of a second and go on my merry way. In the same 
way, we experience many different feelings and sensations, and we can follow 
those we feel are important or we’re drawn to (rather than having to follow them 
all or push them all away).

d. On one extreme end, there is a tradition of performance that says you shouldn’t 
care about the text, that only your feelings and spontaneous actions matter. On 
an other end is a tradition that says you shouldn’t care about anything besides 
fulfilling the needs of the text (or the director's vision of the text). Both can be 
good. But I am deeply moved by work that connects the in-the-moment 
experience and expression of individuals and groups with the specificity of a 
piece (text, song, or other kind of piece). It’s a rich process to honor a specific 
story in a highly embodied, in-the-moment way. My hunch is that this process 
encourages an audience to connect more deeply to the specific story through 
their own embodied experience.

5. EXERCISE - AFTER THE BOWL RINGS AND RINGS AND RINGS… Enter a 
destructuring position, and whenever I gong the bowl, let your feelings in that 
moment help you connect to the moment before you begin to speak or sing. When 
you feel the connection, start your piece. And again. And again. And again…

6.  PARTNERS: Like/Dislike, discussion. 

7. EXERCISE - CHARGE: working with high energy/stimulation in the body.
a. Working with charge is fundamental. Mic drop. 
b. I start walking around the room, and say I will touch one of you and then you can 

begin your piece.
c. Notice the charge that arises in you. How can this help to connect you with the 

circumstances right before you begin to speak or sing? (hint: characters are often 
speaking or singing in heightened circumstances, or in contexts in which what’s 
happening matters, and both of these produce a lot of charge — so charge isn’t 
only appropriate, it’s illuminating!)
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d. Then I tell you I’m not going to touch anyone. What feelings arise in you now? 
Discover how they also can connect you more deeply to the moment before you 
speak or sing.

8. EXERCISE - TREATING PROBLEMS AS GOLD: for a performer, virtually every 
problem is an extremely potent, invaluable opportunity if it is worked with well.
a. The key to this exercise is letting yourself feel (any maybe understand) how a 

problem you experience can connect you more deeply to the moment before you 
begin to speak or sing, or simply to the moment you are in as you speak or sing.

b. We explored the actual space you’re in (find something in the space that anchors 
you to the world of your piece), the people in the room (cast them or cast their 
energy), anxiety, disconnection, disbelief, expectations, not knowing lines, and 
anything you hope will not happen when you perform your piece.

c. How can you connect with these such that they deepen your relationship with your 
piece?

d. The phrase I often use is, “If you’re lucky enough to experience…”
e. Many performers use a lot of energy to avoid their experience, and that energy 

could be used for more compelling purposes: “If you’re lucky enough to 
experience…” isn’t a glib phrase; it’s practical. Second mic drop.

f. By definition, any problem you can have is human. Use your creative spirit to 
discover how aspects of the problem could serve the piece you’re working on. 

g. This may start as an intellectual exercise. Let it drop in until you can feel it.

9. EXERCISE - TEXT ALONG WITH SOLAR PLEXUS TOUCH BY PARTNER
a. Get a partner. Choose an A and a B.
b. A lies down, and B sits beside A, close enough to touch A’s solar plexus for an 

extended time while being comfortable (but not yet touching A).
c. A takes time to feel the floor, to trust the breathing.
d. B, takes time to get more comfortable and give attention to A, to the sense of flow 

or openness in A.
e. B asks, is it ok if I touch your solar plexus, and waits for the answer. If yes, touch 

A’s solar plexus sensitively and rest your weight there. And get more comfortable 
as you do so.

f. A, your job is to explore trusting your own breathing while someone is in direct 
contact with you.

g. B, give your attention to A’s face in particular, while allowing yourself to breathe.
h. A, sensitively open your eyes and receive your environment. 
i. A, let yourself see your partner and as soon as you are affected by that contact 

(whether it feels good or bad, right or wrong), look away. Do that a few more 
times in your own rhythm.

j. A, stay with seeing your partner, and when you feel a connection to your text, 
share the truth of your experience in the moment as it connects though these 
words. No need to perform.

k. A, turn away from your partner and take in your environment.
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l. B, ask A, is it ok if I take my hand away from your solar plexus? If yes, do so 
sensitively. If no, wait several breaths, and ask again. If it’s still a no, I will come 
over to negotiate…

m. We didn’t have time to switch without rushing, so we switched the next day.
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FV Teacher Training Program Week One (Los Angeles) - Foundations
Presence

Day 4 (Tuesday June 12th, 2018)

1. BRIEF, FREQUENT EYE CONTACT

2. TITRATION 
a. Two vats of volatile chemicals can be safely combined if one of them is very 

slowly added to the other and allowed to have a small reaction during each 
combining. This is the nature of titration, and it’s a metaphor for how we digest 
experiences. If you try to eat a whole cow, you will probably vomit. So just eat a 
steak. If you try to eat a whole steak in one bite, you will probably choke, so eat a 
bite at a time. If you eat one bite at a time, taking the time to chew your food will 
help you digest it… (apologies to vegetarians here—replace the cow with anything 
that feels more apt). 

b. In learning something new that excites your nervous system, or invites a strong 
involuntary response, you’ll often get more nourishment by taking your time to 
digest the experience than by going quickly into rhythms that don’t allow you to 
digest. Eventually, this allows you to move not only slowly but also very quickly, 
and everything in between, because the experience, with its range of dynamics, is 
digestible. 

c. Another way of saying this is that titration promotes being present.
d. The story of Fitzmaurice Voicework teacher Noah Drew on the ski slopes. His first 

time skiing he immediately jumped onto the extreme slopes, and got truly freaked 
out such that he didn’t want to ski again. A decade later, he tried again.This time 
he started on the bunny slope, and then he slowly worked his way up to the 
advanced slopes. (This time he had a great time and wanted to ski again 
afterwards.)

3. A PURPOSE OF DESTRUCTURING: EXPLORING RELEASE WITH DIFFERENT 
LEVELS OF STIMULATION/STRESS (TITRATION)
a. Performing, like life, can involve a lot of stress. It’s helpful to learn how to be with 

your stress, to learn to use that energy rather than fighting it. It’s also helpful to 
start without too much stress and build up to being able to deal with the whole 
range of stimulation you encounter.

b. Come onto all fours. Quickly lean forward a lot, and bend your elbows... Then 
notice what happens to your breathing... Most people will stop or otherwise highly 
control their breathing with this level and these kinds of stress (physical stress; the 
stress of the unknown; the stress of wondering whether you're correct; the stress 
of wondering whether you might fall/fail—all potential aspects of creative process). 
This is a great diagnostic for how someone relates with stress. 

c. The tendency to habitually exert a lot of control while under stress is often deeply 
related to why some people's voices are not as open or integrated as they could 
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be. Titration can help people be with a range of levels of stimulation without as 
much need for control.

4. EXERCISE - DESTRUCTURING POSITION (Waterfall) w titration

5. EXERCISE - DESTRUCTURING POSITION (Healthy Cow) w titration

6. EXERCISE - DESTRUCTURING POSITION: (Mermaid):  w titration

7. THE VALUE OF AGGRESSION: self-assertion, yang, fighting for vs. fighting against.
a. Many beautifully sensitive people have a hard time accessing or expressing their 

aggression in useful ways. Part of the reason may be that they've witnessed 
aggression’s destructive power. 

b. But aggression can also be constructive. Consider the difference between 
fighting for and fighting against. If you’re receptive while fighting for, fighting for 
can help you develop a relationship with whomever you are fighting. It can 
become passion. That can be incredibly powerful and constructive. 

c. If you’re receptive while fighting for, this awareness can also help you protect 
what you want to protect much more effectively.

d. One way of thinking about this is opening to yang energy while being tempered 
with yin energy.

e. Self assertion is deeply related to aggression, too. Think of receptive self- 
assertion as a form of healthy aggression.

f. Fighting for can also be potent for creative work. ALMOST ALL of the clients I've 
worked with who are extremely successful have access to their aggression. Can 
you find texts/songs in which someone is fighting for passionately? Use them to 
help you and your students understand and feel that aggression can not only be 
potent but also be healthy, useful, and connective internally and externally (and 
then play, for creative purposes, with its potentially less healthy parts, too—and 
take care when you do).

g. There’s a continuum of related experience: irritation, frustration, anger, rage… 
Rage, by its nature, isn’t receptive. Hence the phrase, blind rage.

h. Self judgement is often anger turned inwards. When you experience self-
judgment that doesn’t feel valuable, take the time to connect to the anger and 
notice if there is a constructive way to either let yourself just feel the anger or to 
express it in some way.

i. Deep shame often also involves rage. Sometimes in shame people either 
disassociate from their aggression, or they lash out at others, and this does a 
whole host of specific things to their experience and voice.

j. Get to know these parts of yourself: learn how aggression can be constructive as 
well as destructive, and how to communicate with them creatively. This will help 
you teach your students.

k. You don’t need to go into student’s personal histories to be helpful with this 
material (though sometimes students will need additional support, such as 
therapists, to integrate the material that arises for them).
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8. EXERCISE - SOLAR PLEXUS PARTNER, 2ND PARTNER

9. EXERCISE - KIDNEY SUPPORT IN PARTNERS
a. I learned this exercise from Kathy Kain (www.somaticpractice.net). This exercise 

is often (80+%) an excellent exercise to help someone’s nervous system settle 
and self-regulate. The exercise can be excellent, too, at regulating stress 
hormones. A theme that often arises in relation to this exercise is support. 
(Sometimes, in receiving this support, there can be an initial “squirt” of adrenaline 
that takes a little time to digest. That’s normal).
i. Partner A (next to partner B who is lying on back) asks partner B, May I bring 

my attention to your kidney and adrenal glands? B takes the time to check in. If 
yes, A gives attention to that side.

ii. When A feels a settling emerging, A then asks B, May I bring my hand under 
your kidney and adrenal glands? If yes, do so on that side.

iii.Hang out 10 - 15 minutes per side. 
iv. Once or twice, A says From the outside, I am noticing x, y, and z. What are you 

noticing from the inside? This helps both partners differentiate from each other, 
and be in touch with their own experience, even within the closeness.

v. When it feels like it’s time to switch to the other kidney (usually you’ll feel it in 5 
- 20 minutes), ask to shift the attention and then the hand.

vi.When it’s time to stop, A asks B, May I take my attention away? If yes, after a 
few moments, when A feels the settling, A asks, May I take my hand away?

vii.Note that often one kidney is dominant in this experience, and in one kidney it 
may not feel like a lot is happening.

b. Switch. 
c. Take some time individually, and then share something of your experience with 

each other.

LUNCH (1pm - 2:45pm) & LUNCH PARTY (2pm - 2:40pm)

1. QUESTION FOR THE GROUP TO CONSIDER: How can we find healthy ways to 
invite the reality of our lives into the room so we can be more present in our work 
together? 
a. We’d like you and us (the teaching team) to be able to do this so we don’t have 

to do a lot of work to block our lives out (which will affect the breath, being 
present, and presence, in big and small ways), and to do so in ways that are 
useful, and respectful to ourselves and others. 

b. Think of this in terms of primary and secondary awareness. We give primary 
awareness to what’s happening in the room, but we don’t have to shut out what’s 
happened to us outside.

c. This hopefully invites the experience we are each having to be as integrated and 
digestible as possible so that we might bring more of ourselves to our work, and 
have access to more of ourselves, which we can then connect with our voices. 
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d. This isn’t about doing therapy; and we don’t know how to do this very well in this 
kind of group process. I’m interested in your experiences related to how to do this 
well.

2. WHY ARE WE DOING THIS SELF-REGULATION AND BASIC AWARENESS 
WORK IN A VOICE CLASS:
a. In any deep work, by which I mean work which invites in involuntary experience, 

it’s helpful to have a foundation of self-regulation. There are two basic kinds of 
self-regulation, one involves doing and one self-arises out of being: active self-
control (doing) and self-regulation (being). Both are valuable.

b. We have been cultivating the ability to be with; learning to more fluidly be with 
yourself and the environment. (Voice is a bridge between yourself and the 
environment).

c. This helps build a foundation with which we can then begin to invite in lots of 
variation in stimulation, internal and external, and discover the more explicit 
connections to voice that this might support.

3. A FAILURE IN MY TEACHING: I decided to explore whether I could receive the 
kidney work and lead the class at the same time. I couldn’t, and I learned something.
a. After asking my teaching team members to stay aware of the room and time in 

case I couldn’t, I received the kidney work while leading the exercise. I was able 
to keep only an intermittent faint awareness of the group as I led the exercise, 
and my group took twice as long to do the exercise as the first group. 

b. It’s the teacher’s responsibility to provide a (safe) container for students to work 
in. That entails maintaining some awareness and curiosity about what’s 
happening with the group. 

c. Had I not had the support team, the participants wouldn’t have had an active 
container, so I learned (at least for the moment) that I can’t receive that work and 
teach alone at the same time.

4. EXERCISE - PARTNER WORK IN RECEIVING & NOT RECEIVING ATTENTION: 
a. First Part: Partner A chooses a destructuring position of her choice. Then 

chooses to receive attention and not to receive attention from Partner B, based in 
whether A, listening to herself, wants or doesn’t want attention in that moment. 

b. Second Part: Partner A now lies, sits, or stands. Then explores the following, as 
they feel accessible:
i. I’d like to explore being seen by you, OR
ii. I’d like to explore being heard by you (with fluffy sound, structured sound, 

text, silence) while B closes eyes, OR
iii. I’d like to explore allowing myself to feel while receiving your attention.

c. Switch.
d. Commentary: part of this exploration is to learn to digest people’s giving you 

attention or not giving you attention (many of us have strong reactions to these 
that either overwhelm us or that we habitually suppress). Digesting this is a 
bridge to being present, and developing presence, with an audience. In this case, 
you have say over what’s happening with the attention, and the timing of it, and 
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this allows for titration/digestion, and helps to strengthen your capacity to be with 
audiences/groups.

5. RECEIVING ATTENTION IN GROUPS EXERCISES (SPLIT INTO TWO GROUPS):
a. With Laura (exploring charge): One person at a time gets up in front of the group, 

speaks inner experience and external observations, and might go into text (3 
mins each)
i. It’s so important to be familiar with and be able to breathe with charge.
ii. It’s so helpful to incorporate working with charge into creative work.

b. With Saul (exploring titration of charge): (3 mins each)
i. One person at a time gets up in front of the group while no one is paying 

attention to them. 
ii. That person can then ask one person for attention. 
iii. If that’s digestible, they can ask another, or ask everyone for their attention (if 

digestible). The involuntary breath will be part of what let’s them know if it’s 
digestible. 

iv. Then they can say, if they sense this is true, I want to explore being seen by 
you, or being heard by you (perhaps with audience closing eyes), or allowing 
myself to feel while I recognize I’m being received by you. 

v. When finished, after joining the group, this person takes a moment to notice 
what arises and discovers how that helps connection to the moment before in 
their piece (sometimes the aftermath of creative exploration is the least 
digested part, and it’s a huge opportunity for integrating our involuntary 
experience in helpful ways. So this last part is a very important part of the 
exercise.)

c. Many of us (and many of our students) didn’t grow up with good quality attention. 
At that time, what we may have learned by the quality of others’ presence (or 
absence) was that groups somehow weren’t safe enough to really relax with, and 
that our own inner experience was somehow wrong or problematic [if that wasn’t 
your experience, wonderful!]. So much of that learning happens in relationship, 
so we are exploring developing new, deep imprints in how we experience 
ourselves and our environment when with others. 
i. This has profound consequences for the voice. Not feeling safe and 

connected inside and to the environment when there are others around 
makes it much harder to access one’s own voice. 

ii. When that lack of safety gets normalized, what were initially highly creative 
forms of self-protection and self-support that we developed in relation to 
perceived lack of safety when we were young, can become less helpful 
default reactions to all kinds of discomfort, and in some cases can become 
deeply internalized somatically. 

iii. This also has profound consequences for creative process. The more we 
have fluid access to ourselves and our environment, the more creative 
process and play become accessible.

iv. If you experience a challenge in this area, you’re not alone. Part of the work is 
to begin to more consciously explore the experience of safety within 
ourselves and with others.
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v. We’ll look at this again when we address shame and trauma later in the 
course.

6. OTHER FV TEACHERS COMING:
a. Now you’ll have the opportunity to experience a host of wonderful teachers with 

different voices.
b. Just like with me, it’s ok for you to have the real reactions you have, and to get 

curious! 
c. Most of the senior teachers haven’t experienced or have only observed the work 

we’ve just done. It will be up to you as individuals and as a group to build 
continuity with what feels important to you about what we’ve just explored.

d. Remember to take care of yourself and ask for the support you need. The more 
you are there for yourself, the more valuable learning you’ll be able do in the 
program, and the more you’ll be able to support others.

e. Remember to support each other. The more you’re there for each other, the more 
you’ll be able to digest and enjoy what we have to offer. But it will be important to 
learn to support yourself, to offer yourself self-care, even as you support others. 
This is what I am learning!!!!

f. What have you received during the last 4 days that you want to emphasize in your 
ongoing practice?

g. Hint: this might be important.

7. THANK YOU: Amy Bolton, Nicole Cowans, Emily Alpren, Michael Yurchak (the 
teaching support team), Laura Quigley (my assistant co-teacher), Cynthia Bassham, 
Catherine Fitzmaurice, and all of you! It has been an honor to be with you. I enjoyed 
being with you, and I learned so much from being with you, and I look forward to 
getting to know each of you more over the next year and beyond.

Note: you may notice that there are more pages in this document than what I am 
sharing with you. Those extra pages contain material that we didn’t cover because I was 
exploring offering you the material at a digestible pace and in a digestible flow from one 
thing to the next. To do that—to listen (however imperfectly) to my sense of the room, to 
teach (however imperfectly) what was in front of me—I didn’t do everything that I had 
planned to do.  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PARTY NOTES FOR FRIDAYS AT MY HOUSE (sent as email)

Have a wonderful last day of your first week! Looking forward to hanging out tonight. 

AWESOME PARTY NOTES!

Each week, the participants and teachers from that week are invited to gather for a 
party (at the end of the five weeks, we'll also include significant others). Here are some 
notes to orient you. Especially important in relation to the indoor cats, Olive and Wizard. 
See you soon!!!

FINDING MY HOUSE: 

718 North Harper Avenue. Just north of Melrose Avenue, in West Hollywood. ~ 30 
minutes from the studio. It’s a duplex, on the east side of the street; the door is just one 
foot to the right of 720 N Harper. My cell is 310-279-3518. My home phone is 
323-965-8333. There’s parking until 10pm one block north of my house, on Harper 
(lnote the street parking signs; parking enforcement is fierce here!) Think about taking 
an Uber or Lyft or carpooling (a must if you're going to have more than one drink).

FREEDOM:

Food: the dinner is vegan, and there are options that should satisfy all food restrictions. 
Thank you to Amy Bolton who donated her time to make it for us.  

Kitchen: in case you want to bring something, you're welcome to prepare, heat, chill, 
etc. (no need to bring anything this Friday). We often play a game: when you take a bite 
of food in the kitchen, someone else feeds you. Up to you if you want to play. Zero 
pressure.

Roaming: you're welcome to hang out everywhere in the house. 

Bathroom: end of the hall. There’s another one in my bedroom—in the bedroom, 
please leave the bathroom door open when you finish so the cats can get to the litter.

Music: if you think the music I'm playing sucks, show me what you think is awesome. 
Show me anyway. Really. 

Wifi: the network is Connect. The password is lucyhenry01.
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Games: there are a couple of house games we could play as a group or in small groups 
sometime during the evening. If you're curious, ask. 

BOUNDARIES:

Cats: Olive and Wizard really own this home. They like to smell you before considering 
whether they want to be touched (they’re almost always a maybe or a no at first, so no 
need to take offense). They're also friendly and curious and lovely. They're indoor cats 
and have never been outside. FOR THEIR SAFETY, KEEP THE DOORS TO THE 
OUTSIDE CLOSED, LEAVE THE OFFICE AND BACK BATHROOM DOORS CLOSED, 
AND DON’T OPEN ANY WINDOWS.  

Shoes. Stuff: you can put your shoes by the front door. Leave your bags, purses, etc, in 
the back office on (or beside) the massage table. 

Drinks: I'll provide booze and sparkling water and purified still water (the small faucet to 
the right of the kitchen sink is the purified water (the tiny faucet is soap!)). Great to 
carpool or Uber at the end of the night. No drunk driving. Period. 

Neighbors: as it gets past 9pm, please be respectful of my neighbors re noise. 

Clean up: I'd love help cleaning up at the end of the night. Part of cleaning up is taking 
delicious leftovers home with you!

Two Large Living Room Chairs:  Please enjoy them, but don't eat or drink on them, 
except water. Yes, I'm serious, and yes, I'm protective :)

Office: my office and the adjacent bathroom are cat-free zones (some of my students 
are seriously allergic).

Backyard: there's a small or large backyard (depending on your perspective) that 
you're welcome to enjoy. Please make sure that all doors to the office remain closed. 
And please be respectful of my neighbors re noise levels.
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